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The question might logically arise as to the appropriateness 
o£ a thesis w±th a £orestr.y title being submitted £or ~ engineer-
ing degreeo The writer has been connected with · the United States 
Forest Service £or the past f'our years in an advisory capacity on 
·staf'.f o.f the Forest Supervisor of the Clark National Forest, during 
vmich t~e he has .found that the engineers and construction men 
have performed a major £unction ~ the development of' the .foresto 
As the ~itial development consisting of lineal surv~s, 
construction_ of roads and telephone lines, erection o£ fire lookout 
towers, plann~g and erection o.f ranger administrative sites, look-
out dwelling sites, recreation areas and nurs~ is completed the 
.forest reverts to the .forester for the practice of .forest~ ~ the 
many phases of proper land usage. ~ 
The subject was chosen because it was thought t~ely; espec-
ially in Missouri where the National Forest Purchase Units have 
been recently established, and to give the uninformed reader an 
idea 9f the probable e££ect on the social and economic welfare o£ 
the State of Missouri, as a result of the establisrument of' the 
national .forestso 
This thesis is· written from the viewpoint of' an engineer and 
\·- ;· ." 
.for the average person, rather than the technician who alrea~ has 
a ·broader knowledge of' the subject than this work intends to impart. 
In order that the reader will not be thrown too ab.ruptly into 
the subject matter dealing with the Clark National Forest a brief 
description is given of' the histo~, organization and policy o£ 
the United States Forest Service, and of .forestry ~ the United 
States. 
HISTORY OF . FORESTRY IN THE UNITED STATES. 
Depletion of :forest resources was unchecked :for over 100 years 
~th small public realization of the ult~ate result in the damage 
to our ~tershedso Demands made by a rapidly expanding civilization 
brought about waste:ful and destructive methods of cutting and logg~ 
ing which i:f permitted to continue would eventually bring about the 
total destruction o:f a valuable natural resourceo Forest lands with-
in the public domain gradually passed into the hands of individuals 
by the various land laws only to be stripped o:f what was easy to 
obtain and then abandonedo 
This situation was recognized by Congress in 1891 and the Pres-
ident was authorized to set aside :forest reserves :from the public 
dama~ to protect the remaining t~ber on the public domain :fram de-
struction and to assure a steady f'low o:f water in the streamso That 
same year President Harrison created the first forest reserve~ known 
as the Yellowstone Timberland Reserveo Others have been created by 
later Presidents. At this t~ne. there are about 160 national :forests 
~th an area o£ approximately 174,000,000 acres located in 40 States 
and 2 Territorieso 
No provision was made in the original act o:f 1891 :for the man-
agement o:f the :forests and in same section met with active disappro-
val because o:f the land ~thdrawn :from public useo In 1897 Congress 
remedied this condition by an act which made the Secretary o:f the 
Interior responsible :for the management o:f the forest reserveso Gov-
ernment administration of the reserves.required the application of 
scientific knowledge in order to utilize both timber and grazing 
and to provide adequate protection :for the watershedso 1 
In considering the various problems which arose in respect to 
the best administration of all forest resourses the Department of 
Interior felt that many of these problems were outside of their 
province.and consequently called upon the Department of Agriculture 
for technical advice and aid; and soon recommended that the admin-
istration of the reserves be transfered to the Department of Agri-
culture where a Bureau of Forestry had been established in 190lo 
The transfer of the administration of the reserves was made in 1905. 
In 1907 Congress changed the name of "forest reserves" to"1;1ational 
forests" to indicate~ as had been the intention~ that these re-
sourses were not entirely withdrawn from use for an indefinite 
number of years. 
In 1876 the Department of' Agriculture appointed a special agent 
to stu~ ge~eral forest conditions in the United States, 'vhich 
marked the beginning of' Federal government f'orestr.y work._ In 1881 
a Division of Forest~ was created in the Department-which for a 
number of years was little but a bureau of information because of 
the small ~ual appropriationo The Division of Forest~ grew into 
the Bureau of' Forestry in 1901 and ~s the field work expanded, into 
the Forest ~ervice in .l905o 
By this time practically all of the public domain east of the 
Great Plains had passed into private or State ownership so that 
the poor lands remaining in Federal control were inadequate to meet 
the public needs. In order to purchase additional lands. adequate 
to protect the headwaters of navigable streams and for timber pro-
duction Congress passed the Weeks law in 1911 and in 1924 an amen-
, 
datory act known as the Clark-McNary law. By these laws land is 
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purchased ~thin the purchase units established by the National 
Forest Reservation Commission~ which consists of the Secretary o£ 
Agriculture~ Secretary o£ Interior~ Secretary o£ War~ two members 
of the Senate, and two members of the House of Representatives. 
Such purchase units are established only in areas primarily 
adapted to the practice o£ forestry and where the Federal Govern-
ment can ultimately hope to acquire all of the land except such 
land which is better adapted to other use, such as agricultural 
lands. Private ownership of land within a national forest purchase 
unit is not objectionable provided such land is n1anaged so as not 
to result in damage to Federal owned property. Sale of land to the 
Federal Gover.nment within established purchase units is not compul-
sory as no condemnation proceedings or the exercize of the right 
of eminent domain are brought except for the purpose o£ quieting 
title in the voluntary offerings made by land owners. 
Under the Weeks law land is purchased primarily to protect 
the watersheds of navigable streams. Land so purchased requires 
the concurrence of the Director of the Geological Survey and the 
Secretary of Agriculture who declare that Federal control of the 
selected area w±ll promote or protect the navigabili~ of rivers. -
3 
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE. 
The administration o£ the national forests and the conduct of 
all matters pertaining to forestry is the responslbility o£ the 
Department of Agriculture under the direction o£ the ~ecretary of 
Agriculture through the Chie£ o£ the Forest Service whose of£ice is 
located in WaShington. D. C. 
In order to facilitate the administration o£ the national 
~crests the United States has been divided into 10 national £orest 
regions each under the direction of a Regional Forester. Tabulated 
below are given the areas comprising the 10 regions with establiShed 
headquarters. 
Region. States Included. 
NQ. Name 
1 Northern Montana~ northeastern WaShington~ 
northern Idaho~ and northwestern 
South Dakota. 
2 Rocky Mountain Colorado, 'WYoming~ South Dakota. 
Nebraska and Oklahoma. 
3 Southwestern Arizona and New Mexico. 
4 Intermountain · Utah, southern Idaho~ western 
6 Cali£ornia 
~o.ming~ eastern and central 
Nevada. 









New Mexico 0 
Ogden, Utah. 














Washine;ton and Oregon Portland, 
Oregon. 
Maine, New Hampshire, Ver.mont, 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, 
Washington, 
Rhode Island~ New York, 
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, 
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia., 
and Kentucky. 
North Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, 
D. C. 
Atlanta., 
South Carolina, Mississippi, Alabruma, Georgia. 
Florida, Arkansas, Louisiana., Texas, 
that portion of Oklahoma east of the 
Indian Meridian and Puerto Ricco 
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
North Dakota., Io~m, Missouri, 






The Fraire States forest~ project, commo~y refered to as the 
"Shelter Belt" has its headquarters at Lincoln, Nebraska.. 
A study of the table will indicate that the large national 
forest acreage is located in the western ata.tes assuming that each 
regional forester can efficiently administer approximately the 
srun.e acreage. 
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ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL FOREST PURCHASE UNITS IN MISSOURI. 
Through the er£orts of certain public spirited citizens the 
Missouri Legislature passed the Enabling Act in 1933 which permitted 
the estab.lishment o£ national £orest purchase units within the 
State of Missouri and provided for the acquisition of land by the 
United States for forestry purposes. This initial Act established 
a maximum of 26,000 acres in any coun~ for acquisition and was 
latter runended by a Special Session of the Missouri Legislature 
to _a maximum of 100~000 acres in any county. In the regular Session 
of 1935 all county limitations were removed on the purchase of 
lands for national £orest purposes. 
Upon petition by the same far-sighted citizens the United 
States Forest Service made a preliminary examination o£ the region 
and recommended the establishment o£ four purchase units; the Clark~ 
.. 
Gasconade, Fristoe, and Pond Fork with a gross acreage of 529,000 
acres distributed over eighteen counties. These original purchase 
units were approved by the National Forest Reservation Commission 
on August 30, 1933. Under the amendment ·to the Enabling Act these 
four original units were extended and the Gardner and Wappapello 
Units were added on Mar.ch 27, 1934J, bringing the gross acreage to · 
2,261,242 distributed over twenty-one counties. On Janua~ 21, 1935 
two additional units~the St. Francois and the Table Rock were 
app~oved by the National Forest Reservation Commission and w±th 
further additions to the six previously approved units brought the 
gross area to 3,313,705 acres distributed over twenty-eight counties. 
This entire area was administered £rom the Forest Supervisor's 
o.ffioe at Rolla through eight District Rangers'. offices situated 
6 
- at Salem~ Fredericktown, Williamsville, Van Buren, Willow Springs. 
Houston~ Ava~ and Cassville. Realizing the di~£iculty o~ e~~icient 
administration o£ such a vast acreage £rom one headquarters, the 
eight purchase units were divided into two separate national for-
ests on March 31, 1935. The £our western units; Gasconade, Gardner, 
Pond Fork and Table Rock ~th a gross area o£ 1,343,309 acres were 
combined into the Mark Twain National Forest with Supervisor's 
headquarters at Springfield. The four eastern units; Clark, Fristoe, 
St. Francois and Wappapello with a gross area o£ 1,970,396 acres 
were combined into the Clark National Forest with Supervisor's 
headquarters at St. Louis. 
National forest purcl1ase units become eligible £or dedication 
as national ~crests when title to approximately 50 % or more of the 
land has passed to the Federal Government. On September 11, 1939 
the President promulgated a proc_~-~_imf;ltion which established the 
Clark and Mark Twain National Forests in Missouri. 
Since the writer has a more intimate knowledge o~ the Clark 
National Forest the following pages o£ this thesis vnll be confined 
to a discussion o£ the Clark, Fristoe~ St. Francois and Wappapello 
Purchase Units, 1vhich comprise the Clark National Forest. General 
policies .of administration and management are the same on the Mark 
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ORGANIZATION OF THE CLARK NATIONAL FOREST. 
The Forest Supervisor with headquarters in St. Louis is 
responsible to the Regional Forester in Milwaukee, Wisconsin for 
the conduct of all affairs pertaining to the administration of the 
Clark National Foresto 
Assisting him is the Assistant Forest Supervisor and various 
staff officers who function in an advisory capacity in their specif-
ic activitieso The staff officers consist of an Acquisition Assist-
antD Recreation and Landscape AssistantD Timber Managament Assist-
ant, Fire Assistant~ Wildlife and Grazing AssistantD rund the Forest 
Engineero 
The clerical division of the Supervisor's Office is under the 
direction of the Executive Assistant whose duty is to handle all 
matters pertaining to purchasesD property, and fiscal controlo 
In order to facilitate and expedite matters in the field the 
forest is divided into six r _anger districts three of which have 
assistant ranger headquarterso These ranger districts bear. the names 
of the towns in which their headquarters are located~ namely; 
Centerville, Doniphan~ Fredericktown, Poplar BluffD ~ale.m, and 
Winona. The Centerville District has ~ assistant ranger at PotosiD 
and the Poplar Blu£f District has an assistant ~anger at Piedmont~ 
~d the Winona District an assistant at Van Bureno 
At these ranger and assistant ranger headquarters there has 
been erected necess~ buildings to provide office and storage 
spaoeo At Centerville~ Poplar Bluff, Salem, and Winona a dwelling 
and garage has been built for occupancy by the ranger and his fam-
ily for which a monthly rental is paid to the Forest Serviceo 
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Office building, warehouse, oil house, and weather station, 
District Ranger's Headquarters at Centerville, Missouri. 
Residence end garage, District Ranger's Headquarters, 
Centerville, Missouri. Such.quarters are r~nted to the Ranger by 
the Forest Service. 
POLICY OF LAND USE 
The policy under which all national forest lands are admin-
istered was laid down by the Secretary of Agriculture in 
Februa~ 1905 in a letter to the Chief Forester which stated; 
11 In the administration of the .forest reserves it must be 
olearly borne in mind that all land is to be devoted to its moat 
productive . use £or the permanent good. of the whole pe~ple and not 
for the tempera~ benefit of individuals or companieso 
All the resources of the forest reserves are for use~ and . 
this must be brought about in a thoroughly prompt and businesslike 
manner~ under such restrictions only as will insure the per.manenoa 
of these resources *** YoU··will see to it that the water, wood and 
forage of the reserves are conserved and wisely used for the ben~ ­
efit of the home .builder ·first o£ all~ upo~ wham depends the best 
permanent use of lands and resources alike. The continued prosper-
i~ of the agricultural~ lumbering, mining and livestock interests 
is directly dependent upon a permanent and accessible supply of 
water, wood and forage as well as upon the present and future use 
of these resources under businesslike regulations en£orced with 
' . 
promptness,_ effectiveness, and common sense. 
To the management of each res~rve local questions will be 
decided upon looal grounds, the dominant industry will be oonsid-
ered first but with as little restriction to minor industries a~ 
. -
may be possible; sudden changes in industrial conditions will be 
avoided by gradual adjustment after due notice~ and where conflict-· 
ing interests must be reconciled the question will always be 
18 
deqided from the standpoint of the greatest good to the greatest 
n~nnber in the long run" o 
The policies established in this letter concisely determine 
the guiding pri.nciples used in the administration and management 
of the Clark National Forest. Briefly expressed the policy might 
be stated as; 11 All questions will always be decided from the stand-
point of the greatest good to the greatest number in the long run". 
To the writer the greatest immediate good obtained from the 
application of this poli~ is that of watershed protection and 
reduction of erosion as a result of the fire protection given the 
national forest area.. Our timber in the past has been ruthlessly 
cut but we have not yet reached the ttme of an actual lumber short-
age. This is borne out by the fact that the large sawmills operated 
by companies with .a sufficient present timber supply are operating 
only part time because of insufficient d~d to enable them to 
operate full time. 
About 1900 ~en our countr.y was in a rapidly growing and 
expanding stag~ the per capita consumption of lumber was 700.board 
feet annually~ whereas at the present time it is less thrun 300 
board feet annually per capita. Hence our immediate need for tim-
ber is not pressing~ although the conservation and. reproduction o£ 
which is desirable before actual depletion has been reached; but 
the reduction of e.ro sion and the retention of the productive soil 
for thousands of small land owners who depend thereon for a live-
lihood. 
Reforestation is not a cure-all for all flood evils, but 
19 
rather an aid in retardation of runoff, which in turn reduces the 
river stages reached when no forest cover existso Many factor~ 
./' 
enter into the causes which ·are responsible for damaging floods; 
~ount of precipitation, snow or rain; t~e of precipitation; 
topography; condition of the soil, 'ihether frozen or saturated; 
but assuming conditions equal over two. given areas, the writer has 
observed a slower runoff from well forested l~ds than from denuded 
lends and more important the waters from the forested lands carried 
a smaller amount of silt, which was discernible from the color of 
the watero 
'While it takes · from 40 years to 80 years for · a pine tree. and 
from 100 years to 200 years for a white oak tree to mature in the 
Ozarks we can have the immediate benefits of lessened ... soil . erosion 
and sometimes the reduction of flood crestso To realize the impor-
tance of runoff reduction from the Ozark Region, the f~ct that 
this region contributes six times its proportionate share of runoff 
as compared with ·other areas of equal size draining into the~ 
Hi.ssissippi River~ should to a large degree justify the expend-
itures for reforestation in the Ozark Region; not only Federal~ but 
State and private reforestation, as wello 
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LAND ACQUISITION •. 
Since control of the land through purchase by the Federal 
Government is essential before forestry practices can be inau-
gurated, acquisition of the land within the newly established 
purchase units is of highest priorit.y next to fire protectiono 
In the selection of l~ds to be proposed for purchase units 
consideration is given to the various factors which assure the 
ultimate success of the area as a national foresto The vast are~ 
of southern Missouri known as the Ozark Regian containing approx-
imately 19,000,000 acres was originally t~berland, forested with 
pine ~d the various species of hardwoodso Since it is desiraple 
that at least 60 % of the land within the purchase unit be ul-
timately obtained ._at reasonable prices the areas selected were in 
southern Missouri where there was a minimum of high priced agricul-
tural lando 
For years the main source-of income to the Ozark Region was 
the timber products, which when depleted through a shortsighted 
cu~ting policy_ left the area in a ~eplorable economic conditiono 
Land fram which the timber had. been cut was allowed to be sold for 
delinquent taxes, usually by the owner who had removed the timbero 
As the number of taxable producing acres became fewer an excess 
burden was thrown on the relatively few agriculturally suited aores 
resulting in the impoverishment of the entire county o By a restora-
tion of the main source of income managed on a sustained yield 
basis these communi ties may expect an improvement in their social 
and economic statuso 
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· During the discussion preceeding the passing of the. Enabling 
Act in 1933 opponents o£ the bill objected to the admission of the 
Federal Government to the State of Missou~i for the purpose of 
acquiring land £or forestry purposes on the grounds that the loss 
o£_ taxable lands to the county would result in a greatly reduced 
inco.meo Since most o£ the lands desired for forestry purposes were 
already tax deiinquent and of no value to the county~ a burden was 
removed £rom the county because at the time of purchase all delin-
quent taxes we~e deducted from the purchase price by the Federal 
Government and paid to the countyo The county treasuries thereby 
received funds which otherwise would have been difficult and costly 
to collecto As twenty-£ive per cent of all receipts obtained fram 
the sale of products or the use of these lands for any purpose is 
returned to the counties in which these lands are situated, future 
years Should produce a greater retur.n to the counties than the 
retainme.nt of these non-productive tax delinquent acreso 
Since the establishment of the national forests in Missouri, 
. . 
counties within the forests have shared in funds obtained from the 
sale o£ timber and from receipts of special use per.mitso While the 
amount of such funds has been small.~ each future year can be 
e~ected to _retur.n a greater runount as the t~ber resourses 
increase:-.and returns a.re obtained .from grazing useo No effort has 
been made prior to this year to obtain revenue £ram national 
forest lands £or their use qy grazing livestocko 
The· actual acquisition o£ land by purchase is sometimes a 
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long draw.n out process since the Federal Gover.nment insi~ts that 
all titles be in perfect condition before final payment for the 
land is made, and land to which title is so held requires an Act 
of Congress to again open for private ownerShip. As a matter of 
interest one 40 acre tract in the Fristoe Division was found never 
to have been filed upon under the Homestead Law and title still 
rested with the General Land Office, although the timber had been 
cut from the tract twice. 
In the outline taken from the Region-9 Acquisition Handbook 
is given the steps and methods followed in the purchase of 
national forest lands. 
1. Solicitation of proposals of sale from owners of lands 
within the area. 
2. Analysis of equity and acceptability of proposals received. 
3. Detailed examination, cruise and appraisal of each tract 
offered. 
4. Preparation of reports and maps Showing all conditions and 
values. 
5. Systematic review and analysis of report on each area, by; 
(a) Forest Supervisor or other officer in charge of forest 
containing area. (b) The Regional Forester and/ or his 
assistants in charge of purchase work. 
6. Fixation of price at which option would be acceptable. 
7. Negotiation with owner of land and procurement of option 
thereon. 
s. Selection of most desirable optioned cases up to limit of 
available funds. 23 
9. Formulation of program of purchases for consideration by 
Commission. 
10. Review of offers by Commission; approval, disapproval or 
modification thereof. 
11. Notification to proponents of acceptance of options by 
Secreta~ of Agriculture. 
12. Initiation o£ title examination by Government attorn~ or 
abstractor. 
13. Completion of record of title and presentation to Depart-
ment of Justice. 
14. Review of title by Department of Justice. Deficiencies 
needing correction. 
15. Correction of deficiencies indicated by Department of 
Justice, if practical. 
16. Perfection of title by amicable condemnation proceedings, 
if necessar.y. 
17. Final consideration and approval of title by Department of 
Justice. 
18. · Conveyance of land to United States by execution and 
recordation of deed. 
19. Payment to owner of land of agreed compensation therefor. 
20. Land thereafter complete propert.y of United States and 
administered accordingly. 
Since the Supervisor's Office is primarily concerned with 
the detailed examination, cruise and appraisal of each tract 
FormlOOO (Revised May 1934) 
11. 6. Jltpartmtnt of ~griculturt 
FOREST SERVICE 
PROPOSAL FOR SALE OF LAND 
NOTE.-Read carefully.-In making purchases of lands under the Weeks law (36 Stat., 961), or the Clarke-McNary 
· Act (43 Stat., 653), the Secretary of Agriculture desires to deal directly with owners wherever practicable, regardless of 
the size of the tract. Optioned lands will not be considered. In most cases agents can give no practical assistance. 
Lands chiefly valuable for agricultural purposes are not desired and should, so far as possible, be eliminated from pro-
posals. Lands will be purchased only on the basis of an accurate survey by horizontal measurement, and at a specified 
rate per acre. A proposal on the basis of a lump-sum price for the tract can not be considered. In general, it is desired 
·to make purchases of lands free of reservations. However, under some circumstances, purchases may be made subject to 
the reservation by the owner of the timber or minerals, under rules and regulations to be agreed upon at the time of the 
·sale. · 
------~------lr...mlt. _________________ , ____________ .lliJS.ao.uri ______________ _ 
(City or town) (State) 
(Street) (SAKPLE) 
____________ J..aauaey __ 3Q._ ______ , 19_.iQ_ 
The Forest Super'Disor, 
Forest Service, 
U. 8. Department of Agriculture, 





__________________________________ _J_ohn, __ Qeldch... ______________________________________________________ _ 
(I or we) (Name) 
------------------_____________ ________ ------ __ ------- _______ -------____ --------- ---------------------, of ______ fi.OA:t,.. ______________ . 
State of_ _________ Jlia.sour.i---------------------, hereby propose to sell to the United States all that certain 
tract or parcel of land situate, lying, and being on the watershed of ______ "'-~ ---
-------______________________________ -~1-..£. _ .»AJ:r_IJl.._~r..e.ek.. _____________ -------------__________________________________ ---------------
<Name minor watersheds-creeks) -
-----..&. ____ trihutar~~----- of_ ______________ .Durr..ent . ..Rb.er---------------------------------------- in the Township of 
(y or ies) tName of principal watershed-river) 
------------ ______ Oalc __ Gr.ov.e _______ .. __________ __ _ --- -- -~- __ ____ , in ___________ ..Ripl.e;y _________________________ County and State 
of_ __ ·- ··-- ··· ..... . Jliaaouri ------ -- --------1 and {t:~} and described as follows: 
--------~l .. ~f. .. §§~:tiRl11._~_3 __ .8Dd.. __ M. __ .1'_. __ .25__I..._.-_.R.,_-l._-E.,--..5tA.--P-.K.-----------------------------------------
(Insert complete description by metes and bounds, grants, lot; numbers, or other legal description, such as section, township, and range. In case of small 
------------------------------~--!I}!!~~--!~~~!!~~~--.Qf.. __ ~_,mu,_t_t_. __ ~.i.e.a2ur.1. ___________________________________________ _ 
tracts, state also distance and direction from neareSt post o1Ilce) 
--------------------------------------------- ------ ~--------- ·---·-.. ·--"'!"-------------·· ............. -·------ ... ----·-------------------------------------
a. a. 80YERHIIENT PRIHTIN& OFFICE: 1934 
A map of this tract _________________ Will .. be .. acnt __ QD __ r§qY'u~t-----------------------------------------------------------
<Is inclosed, can not be supplied, will be forwarded within stated time, will be forwurded upon request, etc.) 
This tract contains _______ l2SQ _____________________ acres, more or less, and consists approximately of tho 
following classes of land : 
(a) Mer chan table forest ____________________ 360 ______________________ acres. 
(b) Cut-over land ______________________________ 8_2_0. ______________________ acres. 
(c) Brush em i•m '"0 Iwwi ____________________ 60_ ______________________ acres. 
(d) Abandoned farm land ____________________ 4.(2 ______________________ acres. 
(e) Agricultural land -----------------------·---~on~-------------------- acres. 
Said land contains approximately _________ 42-.000_~------- feet B. M. of merchantable timber of the 
following kinds: -----------------Pin.e~ __ whit.e __ o.ak. __ r.e.d__.o.aJc.. __ hi.clcoey: .. _______________________________________________ _ 
(Insert kinds in the order of their quantity) 
At any time within six months from the date hereof, and thereafter until this proposal shall be 
withdrawn, _____ l _________ will sell said land at a price of $ _________ ~_!_QQ ___________________ per acre subject to the 
(I or we) · 
following reservations: -----~-----B.ou.s.t __ ,an.d._barn__l.o.ca.t_o.d._on._.abmdowt.d._fAnb------------------------------
. (State proposed reservation in detail. Timber, minerals, rights of way, buildings, power rights, etc.) 
• -------------- ---------------- _______ :,. .. ,;.~:_ . __ ----· .... .!.- __ :, .;.~ ·:.. .... .;. ... ---------------------------------------------------- -------- -- -- ._ ~-------- -------- -----------------
or subject to rights outstanding in third parties as follows: _____________ )_Qll.O ____________________________________________ _ 
(State in detail rights outstanding in third parties giving 
,--ih~-~~-~r-tb";p;.;;~-~;b"~~:;;t;i-~d~t~-~r~~ti~~u~;,)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ... _ ------------------------ ------ .... -------------------------------------------
------------ -- ---------------------------------------------- --------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ... ------------------------ ------------------------------ -- - ... 
All timber reservations to be in accordance with such rules and regulations as may be agreed upon 
at the time of sale. The acreage to be determined by an accurate survey by horizontal measurement. 
The following statement is submitted with regard to condition of title, with e~pecial reference to 
litigation, lappage, and possession: ----~~-'\;l~- --~~~~-~-~~-~~~--~f __ ~Q~ __ Q_~lr.iah ________________ _ 
On the date hereof ____ ..1_ _________ have, as ____ Qllll&r __________________ , the right, full power, and lawful 
U or we) (Owner, trustee, etc.) 
authority to grant, bargain, sell, and convey said land. ________ .I_ _____ hereby grant to the officers of 
(I or we) 
the United States Government unrestricted right and privilege to examine as fully as they may see 
fit said land and the timber standing thereon, with a view to said purchase, during the period for 
which this offer is valid. 
Very respectfully, 
(Signature) _____________ {dohn __ Q§lriM} __________________________ __ M 
. NoTE.-If the above offer is made by a corporation, form of signature should be: I X Y Z CoMPANY, By JoHN DoE, 
President(or other 
officer or agent) . 
In case the owner is married, the name of the wife should be given on the following line to facilitate the drawing up 
of papers in case the In.nd is to be recommended for purchase. 
(N arne of wife) _______ --------------------------------------------------------------
If a proposal is submitted through an agent or attorney in fact, the owner should also sign the proposal; if this is not 
done, the agent or attorney must submit as evidence of his authority to act either the original or a copy of the written 
authorization of the owner. s-224s 
offered this ·procedure is given in some detail. 
The method of .prooedure has been standardized and the cruis-
ing is usually done by a Junior Forester, a college· graduate who 
has passed the necessa~ Civil Service requirements. The tract 
offered may vary from as little as 10 acres to one of several 
sections~ but is usually appraised on the basis of a £o~ or 
40 acres. The cruiser surveys and establi-shes the corners of the 
forty, and then by stripping the tract sketches in the field the 
boundaries of the different cover~ soil and timber types. 
An actual type sheet as drawn in the field is given on the 
following page. The k~ to the ~bola used is also given. The 
black lines indicate the boundaries of the cover types~ such as 
grassland, brush, and the different combinations of the various 
tree species which might occur.o. The red lines indicate the bound-
aries of the soil types, such as ridge, upper slope~ lower slope, 
or bottom lands~ all of which have a bearing on the ultimate value 
from the standpoint o~ future t~ber growth, since growth is· 
generally more rapid on the bottom lands than on the · ridge lands. 
Merchantable timber is cruised qy making an actual tally of 
such trees by species~ diameter at breast height, and number of 
16 foot log~ per tree. A 5 % cruise would mean an actual count and 
classification of merchantable trees on a strip one chain vnde . 
through the £ortyo If the own·er of the land is not satisfied with 
the price offered a check appraisal· is sometimes made with a 10% 
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UNITED STATIUJ Ol!i.PARTMENT OF AGRICULTURI! 
FOREST SERVICE 
Form 494-1 R-2 
Lo_;f!Ji,.,gl/tu:t ____ -- _ -- 7.. _ 25lia __ R..£11 .. _ __ S~- __ ..Ii_P.M ..
t~ ~ t Nl~-Q -- ~- -~~~~S~~ ~~L~E~to_w_~-ot-~ 
· ~ ~ - -- - -t"- - - - - - . - - _ _ -to_ _ __ _ 
't .. ~~ ----W------j,----t-o ____ _ 
~ ~... - - -- - t<>- - - - -,l- - - -w- - - - -~ ~ t: (u :; _- _ _ o _ _ _ _ _ - __ --t-o- - - - -(J ~ - - - _ _ to_ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ 't"a... _____ s 
~.¢ or E 
Type __ W _ _ _ _ S.t>ec/es.:wbi.t.e -'lak 'To~/ clx:u"n.s fa.f!zed 20---
lied. Oak -Poles White Oak Post Oak Hickorv -Pint: Other Cull .. 
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8-6007 
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The type map and tally Sheets included are o£ a 5 % cruise 
and appraisal o£ the s. E. and s. W. forties of theN. W. i, 
Section 25, T. ~5 N., R. 4 W. of the 5th. Principle Meridian, 
an area on the Eleven Points River in Oregon Countyo 
The figures on the tally sheets, 1, 1~, 2, 3 represent the 
number of 16~£oot logs. Each dot represents one tree; the closed 
square, crossed, represents ten trees. At the bottom of the Sheet 
the trees are converted into volume b,y board feeto Since expe-
rience has taught that same of these will be culls, the total 
volume is reduced by 40 % for red oak and hicko~~ 20 % for whi~e 
oak, and 10 % for pine. These corrected volumes are converted to 
an acreage basi's, since a one chain wide strip through a fo~ 
contains 1~ acreso From the type map the total acreage of mer-
chantable timber is obtained and the net volume of the type is 
computed. Multiplying.the net volume by the stumpage rate results 
in the value of the merchantable timber. 
_Such stumpage rates vary from time to time,, but the following 
schedule is approximately correct. 
SPECIE M. B. M. 
Pine $3.00 
Hickory $2o00 
Red Oak $2.50 
White Oak $3o00 
Other Oaks $3.00 
Walnut $10.00 
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To the merchantable timber value is added the soil value to 
arrive at the total value which the Forest Service will offer for 
the tract. I£ the price is ·satisfactory to the own~r an option is 
taken and the procedure as previously outlined is followed. Actual 
payment depends on the existence of funds appropriated for the 
purchase of lendso Payment may be withheld until such funds are 
made available. The last figures published show that 799,784 acres 
have been purchased within the Clark National Forest. 
From the table of stumpage rates on the preceeding page it 
will be seen that white oak no .longer conunands a premium over the 
other oaks, except red oak. Yfui te oak has greater durability than 
the other oaks, .. but since ties are now creosoted the other oaks 
having a greater penetrativeness permit greater absorption thereby 
having as long life as the vmite oak. Since the repeal of prohibi~ 
tion the demand for white oak camas from the cooperage industry. 
COVER TYPE KEY. 
0- Grassland 9-Yellow Poplar~ White Oak, 
Red Oak , 
1- BruSh A-Southern Cypress 
2~Red0ak:, Hickory, White Oak B-Cottonwood 
3~carlet Oak, Blaok Oak C-Cultivated 
4-Eastern Red Cedar D-Beech 
5-White Oak, Black Oak, Red Oak J-Blackjack Oak 
6-Pin Oak, Sweet Gum W-White Oak 
7-Post Oak 
8-Hickory, Swamp Chestnut Oak, 
White Oak 
30 
LAND VALUE SCHEDULE. 
Missouri Units. 
Site and Type 
Class Ref~)d. Saf~tngs Pf!)s U~ to _6 I to 4i·" 4!"to9-!" 
6 Ht. dobohe d.b.ho 
1. Ridge 
A-Well Stocked 1.25 
B-Poorly Stocked 1.00 
C-Not Restocked 
2o Upper Slope 
A-Well Stocked 2o00 
B-Poorly Stocked 1.50 
C-Not Restocked 
3o Lo·wer Slope . 
A-Well Stocked 2o50 
B-Poorly Stocked 2o00 
c. Not Restocked 
4. Bottom Land & Cove 
A~ Well Stocked 3.00 
















Prod. Soil Not Restocked 
(d) (e) (f) 
Nat. Reprod. Easy Hard 
expected in to to 
5 years. Plant. Plant. 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.25 1.00 1.00 
1.50 1.25 1.00 
1.50 lo25 
5o Merchantable Timber (See Table of Stumpage Rates.) 
FIELD TYPES • 
Type Non-Eroded Lightly Eroded Heavily Eroded 
F-1 Arable Land a.oo - 10.00 5o00 - a.oo 2o00 - 5o00 
F-2 Open Grass or 
Weed Field s.oo - 10.00 5o00 - 8o00 2.00 - 5.00 
F-3 Brush Field 3.00 2.00 1.00 
Water and Barren, 50{ per acre. 
Recreation value up to $10.00 per acre. 
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HEIGHT GROWTH OF SOUTHERN UPLAND ~"roODS .AND MIXED OAKS. 
Age Heights. 
Cove or Bottom Lower · Slope Upper .Slope Ridge 
Min. Max. Mino Max. Min. Max. Mino Max. 
20 45 55 35 45 25 35 l5 25 
3o 60 73 47 60 34 47 21 34 , .. 
40 70 85 55 70 40 55 25 " 4o 
5o 7S §5 62 78 4~ 62 30 46 
60 as IC58 (57 Sb {)(5 ~7 3~ f)() 
~0 90 IoS 72 90 54 72 36 54 
80 94 Ii3 75 94 57 7!) 3B !)7 
90 97 Il7 78 97 58 78 39 58 
Ioo Ioo I2o so Ioo 60 80 40 ~0 
This data from studies of E. H. Frothingham, et. a1 •. Basis 
of calculation is height growth at end of 100 years. 
SCRIBNER DECIMAL C LOG RULE FOR 16 FOOT LOGS. 
Diameter of Log Volume in Diameter of Log Volume in 
in Inches Tens · of Bd. Ft. in Inches Tens of Bdo Fto 
li ~ ~4 40 
7 3 25 · 46 
8 3 26 50 
9 4 27 55 
10 6 28 58 
II 7 ~9 6! 
I2 ~ 30 . 66 
Is 10 31 71 
I4 Il 32 74 
i5 14 33 78 
Is Is ·34 80 
iFf 18 35 89 
IS 2I 36 9~ 
I§ ~4 37 !03 
20 28 38 107 
~I 30 39 ll2 
22 33 45 I2o 
~3 3S 
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Form1009 (BeVised. Nov. 1936) 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 
CLA.RK PURCHASE lTNIT 
OPTION 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that. 
John Oelrich 
, hereinafter called the vendor, in consideration of the 
appraisal by/offitials of the United States of:.the land herein described and other .good and valuable considera-
tions, the !eceipt of wll.ich;is h~~by acknowledg~d, does .. her~bY, ~everaJ!y agree with tq~ S~01retaey of Agriculture 
of the United States, as follows: 
and at the price of $. J.68 
lying in the county or counties ,of State of 
containing 1280 acres, ,moi:e. qr'Jess1 :~ ; .desc~be<(~lo~/.:Pro.v1led .tha·t, :within 6 mon~hs · t~Jiil 
the date of this instrument, this offer is ~cepted . by ,the, S~cretacy .of Agcleult'I.D"&: 
No encumbrances. 
(2) T~e ve~dor '.furth~r- agrees ~0. ~x~cute and. d~v~r~ ·~P~ .b~ingc'r~qu~t&l.,0 rd~; ~C) ;. bi ; ~!.~tho~ed 
representative of the Secretary of ·Agriculture, and Without· payment or tender of the purchase· pnce, .a good 
and sufficient g~neral · ~arranty deed or deeds (except where th~ law provides o~herwi~e for conveyance ~y 
tru~tees, office~ of ;pourtB, etc.) ,cQnvey.ing to the Un1Jtd: ~Stqt~s :Of ;America, 'or ~: asSig~·,. tiP..EF~nd · :he:uem 
optioned, the, title to which.s4all be satiSfactory to ,the iAttorney General of the Umtetl:8tates, and s~_hi.other 
rapers a_s may be required by t~eAtt?mey Genet~l; ifi_clu~n~ ·ah1 ~~strac~ O'f. ~rtlflcah~' 6ftitl~1'6lating ~to .the 
dand which t}Je vendor may have; ·which: shall be :returned'·If) the 'plli'chase ts not eonstrmmJtted:'' ' Suoh d~ or 
eeds as may be ~eqllired to c<lnvey the land from the;ve:ridor to ~ th~; :Urutied·States ~of Am.eriefti ·tdta~ be pre-
pared ~y the Unite<! States and be recorded at its expense, and shall provide that the use, occupatiOn, ~nd 
operatiOn of ·~y tights"-Qf-wav, eas·erhent~, ··a.nd reservations retained therein .by tP.~ . ;v~H<:iO~\ sp.~ll be .~u.~l~~t 
• •• .•. · , ,. t . · ' ., . • • • · . - t . ~ ~ L . . ·· ' ~ · ~. ... ~. : · ... · .. .. . ~ ·~ ' .· J) ..•. _ .. .. . . S~as, ~ . 
to the rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture for . the occtipa,.tiQn, use, protection, 
and admi~istrati?,n. o~ N ation.al Forest land~. . · . . . . 
(3) The vendor · agrees that, during the period covered by this instrument, officers and 1\Ccredited agents 
of the United States shall have, at all neeesssry and reasonable times, the unrestricted right and privilege to 
enter upon said land for all lawful National Forest :purposes, and the vendor .Uso agrees that the United 
States, upon acceptance of this o. ption, _shall ha.ye the ~ght to use, occupy, an~ administer, for ~at?-on~l Forest 
purposes, any or all of the land herem descnbed Without charge and subJect only tQ the :limitatmns and 
restrictions herein provided. 
(4) It is agreed th&t .the land herein described shall be delivered in the same physical condition in wblch it 
now is, except for usual use and wear, and subject to such rights, exceptions, reservations, and conditions, 
as are herein specified. It is further agreed that any loss or damage occurring prior to the vesting of satisfactory 
title in the United States of America by reason of the unauthorized cutting or removal of products therefrom, 
or because of fire, or resulting from an act of God1 shall be borne by the vendor; and that, in the event any 
such loss or damage occurs, the United States may refuse, without liability, to accept conveyance of said 
land, or it may elect to accept conveyance, in which event there shall be an equitable adjustment of the pur-
chase price. 
(5) It is agreed that, if the vendor cannot convey title to the land herein described which is satisfactory 
to the Attorney General, or if the vendor does not promptly convey said land to the United States when 
requested ~o do. so by an aut~or.i:zed_ r~p~~~~l?:~~t~y~ of the Secretary of Agriculture, th~ land may be acquired 
by proceedmgs m condemnatiOn, and, 1f .. stJ· itcqiliJi~tf, payment at the rate per acre herem before set forth for so 
much of the acreage as is found to belong to the vendor will be accepted as full settlement for all damage caused 
to said vendor by·reason of the taking of the land :by condenma.tion.for the use and occupation by the United 
States. 
(6) It. is agreed that an abstract, certificate of title, or other evidence of title satisfactory to the Attorney 
General of the United States will be (prepared by the United States at its expense)-(jurnished in duplicate 
(original and carbon copy) by and at the expense of the vendor). If the vendor who has agreed to furnish evidence 
of title fails to deliver to the Department of Agriculture an abstract of title, certificate of title, or other evi-
dence of title within 3 months from the date of the acceptance of this option, the same may be prepared or 
procured by the United States and the cost thereof deducted from the purchase price of the land. 
(7) The acreage of the land herein described is to be ascertained by a survey to be made by and at the 
expens~ of the United States and according to the horizontal measurements made by the United States in the 
survey of public lands or by recourse to the records of the General Land Office, or by both. 
· (8) It is agreed that, if the vendor fails to do so, the United States may pay any taxes· which are a lien 
~~gainst the land··~:p..d, upon request-of the . vendor,. may arrange for the clearance of ~ny othex: encumbrance. 
The amount of such tax payments and clearance costs shall·be deducted from the purchase pnce of the land. 
·.(9) In consideration .of.th~foregoing, the·:&eretary of Agriculture, for and in behalf oft.he·United States 
of America, agrees, subject to the approval of the acquisition by the National Forest Reservation Commission, 
to acquire. the Iand her~, d~s~ribed by. cPurchase, at ~he price per acre h~einabove set forth, if ~he 1~4 may 
be so acqurred m aceordll.nce With the terms of the optiOn, and further agrees that, after the executiOn, delivery, 
and recordation of the said deed vesting title in the United States, the approval of the title by the Attorney 
General, and• the· signin~ of the J.jegular Go:tertinlent voucher or vouchers therefor, tO 'OR. lise · to be· paid to the 
vendor the purchase pnce by United States Treasury Warrant or by Disbursing Officer's check. 
·:. 1 ,· 
IN WITNESS , WHEREOf, the ;vendor . has executed this. option on· this titteenth 
dayof ~~. · . , 1940 . 
In the presence of: 
----------- ___ ictb.ert_- Do.•---------------- ---·-~---- -- ____ :_ __ _ 
--------------•e#-~~~-----------~----~---~_: __ ·~~---- _ ____________________ ttl~_Qf..l.rl9J1l __ -__________________ _ 
The NATIONAL FoREST RESERVATION CoM:.USSIO~, at its ;meeting on this date, having approved the pur-
chase by the United States of America of the land desc~boo'abbve, the offer of the vendor as contained in this 
option is hereby accepted for and on behalf of the United States of America. 
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE, 
'· A~nt Chief, Forest Serui,ce. 
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FIRE SUPPRESSION PLANS. 
The siren shrieks its piercing call o C C C enrollees run from 
all directions knowing that somewhere on the forest a tire is burn-
ing and that prompt. action in reaching the fire may save many hours 
of hot and tiring labor, and acres of growing timbero · As their 
names are called from the fire crew list they respond and climb 
upon the waiting trucko In less than three minut~s the crew under 
a competent and experienced foreman is under wayo As the foreman 
climbs into the calb the clerk hands him a trail map with the fire 
location_ marked, and written inst~uctions as to how to reach the 
fireo The sole duty of' this crew is to reach and suppress the fire 
as quickly as pos~~bleo 
Some years _ago during a Congressional session at which appro-
priations for tl~e Forest Servic.e were being discussed a cong_res~­
man gave· his opinion on the practice of' forestr.1 as consisting of 
· the prevention and prompt suppression of forest fires, and there-
fore the then current appropriation need be only large enough ·to 
give our national forests protection from fireo While appropria-
tions based on this theory would curtail the activities of' the 
Fore·st Service, ~eeping out fires would assist nature to reproduce 
a forest~~pecially in the Ozarks where natural reproduction is 
so abundanto The fallacy is that there might develop a forest of 
undesirable and worthless species to harvesto 
When the suppression of' fire requires the assistance of any 
Forest Service employee, such activit,y in which he might b~ engaged 
is abandoned until the fire has been brought under controlo 
Fire plans and organization are carefully _set upo The periods 
of high fire hazard on the _ Clark . National Forest are general_lr 
fram February 15 to May 15, and from October 15 to December 15o 
During the spring fire season the timber is dead, winds are high, .. 
relative humidity is low1 and the fuel moisture content is usually 
low; conditions which result in the rapid progress and spread of a 
fire when startedo During th~ fall fire seasonD when the timber is 
curing, the same conditions prevail to a lesser degree, but other 
factors he~p reduce the number and severity of fireso One of these 
is the presence of the acorn crop which provides forage for range 
hogs; another is that burning will not help the growth of grasaD 
which provides forage for oattleD at this time of the yearo As the 
large percentage of fires are started by residents under the 
impression that burning the woods quickens the growth of the graaa 
upon which their range cattle feed; fire at this time of the year 
would destroy the acorn crop 1 which furnishes about two months of 
free grazing for their hogso The chief offender during the fall 
season is the hunter, who may build a warming fir~ or smoke out a 
rabbit or squirrel and negligently forget to extinguish his fireo 
Fram December 15 to February 15 the timber is dead but snows 
and rains prevent the dead material from bur.ningo 
From· Febru~ 15 to May 15 all intluencing conditions and 
factors are present for a serious fire hazardo The resident who 
believes that burning the woods helps the range, selects the righ~ 
day when weather conditions vdll assist and sets out his fireso 
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To provide the necess~ man power to meet the _fire situatian 
du~ing any given season· a knowledge of weather and vegetation stage 
is essential. From _May 15 to October 15 the trees and bruSh·ar~ in 
full green foliage. During this period the foliage absorbs mois-
. . 
ture during the night which is g~ven out during the day, and 
results in a higher relative humidity,· · in the neighborhood of 75 %. 
During this period a fire spreads very slowly because of the greem 
vegetation and high relative-humidity. Fram October 15 to December 
15 the vegetation is loosing its foliage and does not have the 
effect on the relative humidity as in summer. The fallen leaves 
provide _ plen~ of fuel, fall winds are sometimes high, and th~ 
fuel moisture content is low because of lack of precipitation. 
This is called the curing stage and conditions are .excellent for 
rapid fire spread, but the presence of the acor.n crop vmich 
provides free grazing for range hogs results in few fires being 
set. 
During the spring fire season all usual activities are . 
suspended and the available man power stands by at designated 
places on the forest with telephone communication; so as to be 
within about 10 miles of any fire that might be started. 
· In order to determine the fire hazard and set up an adequate 
suppression organization the 11Fire Danger Meter" is used# an exact 
duplicate being illustrated. 
At all ranger headquarters a weather station has been estab-
lished. Such stations have a ·wind veloci~·gauge, f~chrometer, 
for determining relative humidity, and a rain guageo Readings of 
the wind velocity and relative humidity are taken; a daily record 
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of rainfall is kept so that " Days Since Last Rain" , which assists 
in the determination of the fuel moisture content, is known. The 
condition of the vegetation; 11 Green11 ~ "Curing", or 11 Dead11 depends 
on the season of the year; "Green" from May 16 to October 15, 
"Curing" from October 16 to December 15, and "Dead" from December 
16 to May 15. By setting the slide of the "Fire Danger Meter" 
under the existing "Condition of Vegetation" so that the "Wind 
Velocity" appears in the window, and reading horizontally across 
from the column of "Days Since· Last Rain" to the proper column 
under ttRelative Humidity11 a. figure from 1 to 7 is obtained; to 
which the corresponding ttDanger Ratings" are given on the reverse 
side of the meter. 
During the high fire season,February 15 to May.l5, the ·look-
out towers, known as the uEyes of' the Forest Service" are manried 
anytime during the day or night when the fire danger is 3 or more. 
The· fire detection system is composed of primary and.sec-
ondary lookout towers. The primary towers are of steel, 100 f .eet 
high; the secondary towers are of steel, 50 feet high. They are 
equipped with an oriented map and an alidade for sighting 5.mokes. 
The primary towers are located so as to readily cover an area 
1rithin a radius of about 8 miles. The secondary towers are located 
bet\veen the primary towers so that on days of poor visibility 
cross sights can be obtained at a distance of 2 miles. 1~en the 
visibility drops to less than two miles the men in the lookout 











FIRE DANGER METER 
for use in the 
Central States 
Minimum Rel. Humidity % 
80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 
to to ; to to to to to 
up 79 69 59 49 39 29 19 
Instructions 
1. Set slide so that current wind 
velocity shows under the conditions 
of vegetation prevailing. 
2. Fire Danger indicated opposite 
days since last rain and under 
the minimum relative humidity 




Condition of Vegetation 
. . Cu.ring Dead. 
' I l . . 
Wind velocity-m.p.h. 
Issued by the 
Lake States Forest Exp. Station 
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FIRE DANGER METER 
EXPLANATION OF DANGER RATINGS. 
1. NONE - Fires will not spread beyond 
the heat of' ~ camp fire or burning brush. 
2. VERY LOW - Fires will start from an 
open flame but spread slowly and tend 
to go out •. 
3. LOW ... Fires will start from a lighted 
match and spread(rapidly in dead grass 
or leaves) until e~inguished. 
4. MODERATE - Fires start readily from 
a _match, ·b~rn briskly and tend to spread 
rapidly as they increase in size. 
5. HIGH - ·Fires start r·apidly ·from . a 
match or glowing cinders,. spread rapidly 
and tend to crown in young conifers. 
6o VERY HIGH - Fires will start from a 
cigarett~ butt or sparks, spread rapid-
ly and tend to crown _ gen~rally. Spot 
fires commom. 
7. EXTREME- Explosive conditions. Fires : 
start readily from sparks 1 burn fierce-
ly cro\v.n and spot generally and are all 
but uncontrollable. 
·NOTE 
Days Since Last Ra.in start with the 
day on which precipitation is last 
recorded at 8:00 a.m. 
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are made through· the forest by trucks manned with two men. A fire 
found soon after started could be coralled by two men • . If ~e fire 
had gained sufficient headway the patrol crew would drive to the 
nearest telephone .and call for a crew of sufficient size to · 
control the fire. 
Let us take a typical day during the high fire hazard season 
to illustrate what happens. The radial fire control map can be 
consulted to identify the locations of lookout towers whose n~es 
are used. 
7:45 a.m.· The fire dispatcher at Winona takes the necessa~ 
readings of weather conditions and from the "Fire Danger Meter" 
det·ermines that the fire hazard is"4~ 
8a00 a.m. Br.aswell, Eastwood, Fremont, and Tram, primary' 
lookouts manned by men who live at these sites, call in to the 
dispatc~er that "all is clear", that is no smokes are seen, and 
their visibilities are .respectively 8, 10, 12, 10 miles, the av-
erage visibility be~g · lO miles. With a fire danger of11411 , wh.en 
fires .start readily from a match, burn briSkly~~ tend to spread 
rapidly as the,y increase in size; and a visibility of 10 miles 
the dispatcher orders the prima~ lookouts to · remain on duty o 
Hourly thereafter, on the hour, the lookouts report to assure the 
dispatcher that telephone conununicatio~ has not been interrupted. 
10&15 a.m. Tram Lookout calls to report a smoke on a reading 
of 97° approximately 5 miles out. Fremont Lookout is .called for a 
cross shot. After giving him the approximate location of the smoke 
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from Tram Lookout ' s report, Fremont Lookou_t reports a reading of 
283°. By crossing these lines on the radial control map it is 
found that they intersect in the SEf.,SVf! Section 27, T. 27 ·N. 
R. 3 W • ., 1Yhich is seen to be on privately owned land. Since 
controlled burning is permitted .on private lands, the lookouts 
are instructed to watch the mnoke for indications of spreading as 
national forest land is only -;f mile from the smoke. 
lla20 a.m. Fremont Lookout reports that the smoke has died 
down, which indicates that it was from a brush pile burned by the 
owner. 
12al5 p.m. High Lookout calls the dispatcher to report a 
smoke on a reading of 83° about 6 miles out, and spreading rapidly. 
Tram Lookout has also seen the smoke and reports a . reading·of 162° 
a woods fire spreading· rapidly. The readings cross in the SEt,NE!, 
Section 24, T •. 26 N., R. 4 W., and in the center of national forest 
lando This is one for immediate action. The Civilian Conservation 
Corps Camp , 12 miles south of Winona is called, with location of 
fire given, and that 12 men will be required to suppress it. The 
siren at the camp sounds and the men who are just'finishing their 
dinners rush to the truck, ready for such a call. In less than 
three minutes the crew is under way to suppress the fireo 
The procedure in the dispatchers office will be much the same 
throughout the day, so let us follow the crew to the fire. From. the 
Fire Trail Map, a copy of which is included, the foremrun in charge 
of the crew checks his route, State Highway No. 19 north to trail 
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Noo 426-4, then southwest on that trail to the fireg a total dis-
tance o£ about eight mileso 
12:40 p.m. The crew reaches the fire and finds it to be 
spreading rapidly -driven by a 10 mile an hour wind; the heat is 
intense so the order is given to fall back about 100 feet fran the 
fire line and start raking a fire break. Six men equipped with 
rakes start ~eeping a line free of leaves; every 500 feet a man 
is set to patrol the line in the event the fire should jump the 
fire breako In the meantime two other men have equipped themselves 
with backpack pumps each containing five gallons o£ watero These 
hand opera~ed pumps are used to slow down the fire at especially 
hot places so the rake men can approach to make the fire break 
line. By hard work and prampt action at fiercely burning spots 
the fire is coralled, that is, completely encircled with a fire 
break line and has burned to that lineo 
1:15 p.mo It is found that the burned area is about 8 acres, 
and after a Short rest the men proceed with the mop-up work which 
means quenching with water any burning debrisJ which might cause 
the.fire to spread again, or tossing such debris far enough back 
into the burned area so that it will burn out safely. 
2t30 p.m. The mop-up work is completed and the crew starts 
back to camp~ and upon their arrival may be dispatched to another 
fire. 
2a00 p.m. The prima~ lookouts report their visibility down 
to 6 miles so the dispatcher orders the seconda~ towers mannedo 
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Other fires are located and crews are dispatched to suppress tham. 
4:00 p.m. A haze reduces the visibil-ity to one mile. This is 
a serious condition~ a high £ire hazard with the lookouts unable 
to detect any smoke more than one mile from them. The C C C camp 
is again called and the patrol cr~s are sent out o~er designated 
routes which enable them to call the dispatcher £rom portable tel-
ephones periodically. 
7:10 p.m. The haze has lifted so the patrols are called ~. 
A check o£ the £ire danger shows that it is still a "4" so the 
lookouts are kept on duty. 
10:00 p.m. Another check of the fire danger. The relative humidity 
is now 7q % and the wind has dropped to 3 miles per hour giving a 
fire danger of tr2tt. All lookout men are released with instructions 
to report promptly in the morning. 
C9ndi tiona the next day may require sixteen or more hours 
o£ duty; and then it might rain during the night and every body 
will get a rest the_next day. 
Xhe following tables give some interesting statistics on 


























Same progress has been made in the reduotion o£ the number 
of fires~ by the education o£ residents who believe that burning 
the woods helps the range. Improvement of the fire suppression 
organization has reduced the size of fires. as th~ are reached 
and suppressed quicker. In 1936 ·over 1900 fires were fought. Each 
year has shown an improvement, and it is likely that in another 
ten years fires will be almost unheard of on the Clark. 





















Since all but one were man-made fires further education as 
to the destructiveness of fire can be expected to reduce the 
number in future years. 
In 1939. 54 % of the total number of fires. and 75 % of the 




ROAD AND TELEPHONE SYSTEMS 
Probably the greatest need of a national forest is an 
adequate system of roads and telephone ca.mmunication. To bring 
all areas within a reasonable distance of an all-weather road is 
necessa~ for the prompt suppression of fires, logging and removal 
of timber, transportation of work crews, and performance of the 
multitude of duties of the forest officers. 
Simultaneously with the launching of the land aoquisitio~ 
program, surv~s were made for likely road locations, telephone 
lines, and lookout tower sites. Since the logical locations for 
economical roads in the Ozarks are along the ridges I many tower 
sites with long range visibility were situated along these roads. 
Telephone lines followed the roads to the lookout towers. Since 
no land had been acquired at this time (1934) county roads, which 
followed desirable locations , were improved to the Forest .Service 
truck trail standards; . thereby eliminating the time consuming task 
of obtaining right-~f-way as the county courts readily granted 
per.mi~sion to the Forest Service to improve and m~intain these 
roads, thereby reducing their own road burden. 
In the Clark National Forest over 700 miles of forest truck 
trails have been constructed at this time. Same new construction 
is under way but the major part of the originally planned mileage 
has been completed. As forest practices become more intense more 
roads will undoubtedly be needed. 
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A Forest Service truck trail is built to establiShed spec-
ifications, 12, 16, or 18 feet wide~ depending on the volume of 
traffic anticipated; grades limited to a sustained 10 %; ditched; 
drained, and grav~lledo Where such trails cross a sizable 
water-way concrete low water crossings or medium stage bridges 
are builto 
Such trails provide the nature lover with interesting trips 
through areas once inaccessible qy motor oaro A trip along s~a 
of these roads presents a picture of the various Forest Service 
activities; lookout towers~ pl~tations, timber stand improvement~ 
recreation developments, and game refugeso For the reader Who 
might be interested in making such trips there is included a.·map 
showing these routes and their connections with the otate highways. 
These forest routes are signed at all intersections so that a 
pleas~t time oan be spent in partial primitiveness 'With little 
danger of getting losto 
To provide all. lookout towers~ CCC camps, and ranger head-
quart~rs with telephone communication required th~ erection of 
over 1200 miles of telephone line, all of which is a metallic 
circuito This system connects with the local exchanges at Potosi~ 
Salem, Winona, Van Buran, Doniphan, Poplar Bluff, Piedmont, and 
Fredericktown, vihioh makes possible co~unication between all 
places on the forest and with the Supervisor's Office in Sto Louiso 
Some experimental work has been done with short wave radio 
and in some oases radio was the only means of oonnnunioation between 
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the fire dispatcher's office and lookout towers which had not 
been tied in with a telephone line. vVhile satisfactory results 
were obtained the service was by no means . as r~liable as the tel-
ephone. 
The Forest Service plans to depend on the telephone for 
communication purposes, using the radio only when immediate and 









REFORESTATION BY PLANTING 
Because of the favorable growing conditions, natural reproduc-
tion of trees in the Ozark Region would eventu~lly reforest the 
entire area. Wher~ seed trees of a desirable species, such· as:, 
pine., white oak., black oak., red oak., hickory, or walnut have been 
allowed to stand, natural regeneration has reduced the estimated 
acreage on the Clark National Forest, 1~ich requires planting to 
about 25,000 acres. Natural regeneration also reproduces the 
worthless species, such as., blac~jaok oak, to such an extent that 
the future planting progrrun on the Clark provides almost entirely 
for the underplanting of blackjack oak with pine. Past experience 
has taught that plantations established on open fields are .not 
successful unles's fenced, because of over-grazing by range stock. 
In the past all planting for timber on the Clark has been 
done ~th the native short leaf pine (pinus echinata) seed~ings 
furnished qy the Licking Nurse~, located three miles north of 
Licking., Missouri. ~ere the seeds are extracted from pine co~es 
and planted in seed beds, where they are cultivated and watered 
for £ram one to three years. These seedings have reached a height 
of about twelve inches., when they are removed from the beds just· 
prior to the spring and fall planting seasons. By prior deter-
mination the requirements of the ranger distr~cts h~ve been made 
known to the nursery., so that seediings are removed from the· beds 
and packed in wet moss just a few hours before the trucks arrive 
to transport tham to the areas where the.y will be replanted. 
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Each r~ger district has an underground· cellar in which the seed-
lings are stored to prevent drying out before they are put . into 
the ground. 
The acreage p~anted each year \vill depend on the man power 
available, but present planting plans call for the planting o£ 
1,500 acres each year~ thereby spreading the planting program over 
a period of about 17 years. The annual spring fire season has in-
terfered seriously with the spring planting. M~ power Which m~ght 
have been used for constructive reforestation was used for the 
suppression of fires. Fall plnnting is not hindered ~ fires~ but 
some difficulty has been experienced ~ frost and frost heaving 
of seedlings after pl~ted~ Which has not been of sufficient 
severity to abandon the fall planting. 
Planting has been done by CCC 1 ERA~ a:Q.d WPA labor. Crews vary 
from 20 . to 50 men. Each man is equipped with a grub hoe and small 
box containing a supply of seedlings. The men arrange themselves 
in a single line, six feet apart~ facing the area to be planted. 
Each m~ digs a hole, .sets the seedling, fills and t~ps the hole • 
. ' . 
end· takes two steps farward, where the procedure is repeated. The 
number planted varies from 30 to 60 trees per hour, per man. Each 
plantation is marked with corner posts on v~ich is inscribed the 
number mf the plantation. and the year planted. Within the planta- . 
tions are established counting plots, which are made by staking 
25 trees at irregular intervals, so that the number ~r trees surviv-
ing can be counted and appro~ate percentage of survival determined. 
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The percentage of survival depends upon the climatic conditions 
which follow the planting. In 1936, a drought year, survival was 
as low as 10 %; whereas in 1939, it was as hi~ as 99 %. 
Planting by ~eeding has not been successful. It has been 
tried with white oak acorns, only to have the plantation destroyed 
Qy hogs that rooted the seeds out almost as fast as the.y were pu~ 
in • . 
The following tables give statistics on acres planted and cost 
of planting. 
Year Acres . Acres Acres New Acres Erosion Total Acres 
.. Planted . Seeded Plantation Plantation Planted 
1934 6 63 69 
1936 
--
1936 ~ 1119 1426 26 2571 
1937 510 1651 2161 
1938 178 1236 1414 
1939 141 1701 1842 
TOTAL 829 1125 6077 26 8057 
***************************************************************** 
Year Cost of Stock Cost of Plantin~ .. Total Cost 
Per 1:. I'er Jl. Per I. Per ~. Per I. Per ll. 
1936 3.68 4.63 18.15 22.81 21.83 27.44 
1937 4.15 4.88 14.72 17.06 18.87 21.94 
1938 6.76 6.77 16.75 16.79 23.51 23.56 
1939 4.98 5.25 14.63 15.42 19.61 20.67 
AVERAGE 4.95 5.37 16.16 17.31 21 .• 11 22.88 
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The followin~ calculations may not· justif,y reforestation 
from the standpoint of cost, but will give same idea of investment 
and return. 
Since the Cla:rk National Forest was established there have 
been planted 6,208,000 pine seedlings on 6,932 acres of forest 
land, or 896 trees per acre. The average total cost of planting 
per acre is $21.00. To this should be added $2.001 which makes a 
total investment of $23.00 per aore. Assume that the entire 89~ 
trees mature to 18 inch, diameter at breast height, in 40 years. 
·with two 16 foot logs per tree there would be in each tree 420 
board feet of lumber, or in the 896 trees a total of 376,320 board 
feet of ~umber. At the stumpage rate of $3.00 perM. board.feet 
there would be a'tota~ return of $1129.00. This run~unt divided b.y 
. . 
40 would giye a gross retur.n of about $28.00 a year. This figure 
is ·. exaggerated because it does not take into accotmt the cost ·of 
administration, fire protection, and the fac~ that only 50 % of 
the ·trees might rea~h maturity. Nevertheless, making allowa.n-~es 
for these factors it appears that there would still be left a 
fair return on the investment. 
Also, we would not out our trees all at once. If we did we 
would have to wait another 40 years for a return. Instead on the 
sustained yield plan there would be cut only trees that reach 
maturity each year, thereby conserving the principle, and taking 
out only the interest. As trees are cut others grow in their place. 
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Examples of timber · stand improvement work, done by thi.nning 
pine stands. In the upper picture the cut trees have been placed 
on the ground across the direction of run-off. By thinnine the 
stand the remaining trees are liberated for more rapid gro~rth. 
RECRMTION 
National forests with their secluded trails, protected 
streams, and atmosphere of nature~ quiet offer a wealth of 
possibilities for. outdoor recreation. It is estimated that 
70,000,000 people visit our national forests annually, as sight-
seers, picnickers, swimmers, fishermen, hunters; and in the north-
ern forests the winter sports have a large following. The public 
is invited to use recreational facilities, that are provided free 
. . 
in most cases. Only where. some special service is provided a 
small charge may be made. 
Only such forms of recreation are furnished on national 
forests as are compatible with the surrounding environments •. In 
the development ·of national forest recreation recognition is given 
first, to public use, such as touring, camping, pinicking, hiking, 
fishing, hunting, eto.; second, to semi-public use, such a~ or-
ganizations, schools ~onducted by public agencies, hotels, resorti 
etc.; third and last, to private use, such as sUIIDner homes. 
Summ~r home sites are leased to individuals, only after no public 
or semi-public use can be made of a re~reational area. 
Forest recreation types are divided into .four classes; prim-
itive, modified, scientific, and developed. Each class is divided 
into area types indicative of the forms of recreation found with-
.in the main classification. 





































Hotels and Cabins 
Observation Points 
The names o:f the a.rea.s within the primitive class indicate 
the requirements and attributes of the area.; mainly that the-
natural environnient has not been disturbed in the past, or that 
having been disturbed# can in the future be managed in accordance 
with the requirements of en area. in the primitive class. All of 
the primitive class ar.eas exclude the entry of large numbers of 
people and a.re ent~red largely for the study and observation of 
natur~'s methods. 
In the modified class, the buffer area is a strip, at least 
one mile wide., around an area. in the primitive class, which 
serves as protection to violation of the primitive class area. 
The wild area of the modified class has the same requirements as 
the wilderness area of the primitive class; except that the latter 
requires a minimum of 5,000 acres. The roadside and waterfront 
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areas are strips along roads and waterways maintained in the 
natural state for aesthetic values, and in which no form of 
development is permitted. Along roads these st~ips are usually 
200 feet wide, 100 feet on each side of the center line· and· 
. ~ 
along waterways a strip 100 feet from the water~ edge. Along the 
waterways the strip serves to safeguard access to the water to 
all users. 
In the scientific class the names 0£ the areas indicate 
their attributes. The wildlife refuge area of this class ia an 
established area, where wildlife can be observed, protected, and 
propagated; whereas, the wildlife area of the primitive class is 
an area~ where an optimum of conditions already exist for the 
welfare of the wildlife population. 
Management of areas within the primitive, modified, and 
scientific classes consists mainly of setting aside and maintain~ 
ing the area in its na~ural state. 
In the develo~ed class are the areas in which forest users 
find the various forms of recreation. Here facilities are fur~ 
nished for the convenience of visitors. On the camp and picnic 
grounds; outdoor fireplaces, tables, shelter buildings, sanitary 
facilities and water are provided. On sports areas developments 
are made to enhance the·enjoyment by the public of the boating., 
·swimming, fishing, playgrounds., and winter sports. 
Organization areas may or may not be developed.by the Forest 
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Entrance to the Cooks Spring Camp and Picnic Ground located in 
Reynolds County, 15 miles northwest of Centerville~ Missouri. Facilities 
have been provided by the Forest Service for free public use. 
Water development at the Cooks Spring Camp and .Picnic Ground. The 
water is analyzed monthly by the State Board of Health, from samples 
taken by the Forest Service. 
Sh~lter building end co~cil ring, Cooks Spring.Camp e.nd Picnic 
Groundo This ·.area. was planned by. and constructed under the supervision 
of the author. 
Shelter Building, Cooks Spring Camp and Picnio .Groundo Note the 
type of log construction, whereby each log is growved the entire length 
to cap the log underneath. 
Service. Such an area may be leased under special use permit to 
an organization, which will erect its own facilities. If the need 
exists for the development of an organizational area for a number 
of organizations the Forest Service may provide the necessary 
facilities~ and rent them to e~ch ~rganization for a limited time 
so·that all organizations may enjoy the use of the facilities. 
Residence areas a.re for the private use of individuals who 
lease them under special use permit. By meeting certain Forest 
Service specifications as to type of construction, the permittee 
can erect a home at his expense1 for his exclusive useo So long 
as he.maintains the place in accordance with the Forest Service 
standards he will be allovred to renew the lease annually; other-
wise he can be ~sked to vacateo Few such residence areas can be 
set aside because of the high priority of public use for any area 
having recreational posaibilitieso 
Hotel and cabin camp areas are leased to individuals or com-
panies, who erect the necessary buildings. The public has access 
. . 
to such hotels and cabins, and the charge which the owner may 
make is reg~l.a:tetl by the Forest Service so that "these accom-
modations will be within reach of people of moderate means. 
During 1937~ the Forest Service conducted a recreation study 
on all national forests in the United States. This study was made 
by the writer on the Clark National Foresto The inventories of 
the study are given in the following pages, end will give some 
idea of recreational possibilities on the Clarko 
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INVENTORY OF ESTABLIS~ED, RECOMMENDED~ AND POTENTIAL 
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No acreage exists in the Clark National Forest that· can be 
placed in the· primitive class, as man has entered for some purpose 
every acre. While some areas are isolated and inaccessible the 
maximum distance to some human habitation is less than f'ive miles. 
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INVENTORY OF LANDS DEVELOPED OR PARTLY DEVELOPED FOR 
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Since this inventory was made in 1937 some additions have 
been made to the Clark National Forest recreation developments, 
which were planned at the time. These are the Current River, 
Davisville, Kieth's Spring, Little Scotia. Pond Camp and Picnic 
Grounds; and the Braswell, Julien and Johnson Mountain Lookouts 
Picnic Grounds. The Logger's Lake Recreation Area which calls for 
the construction of a dam 60 feet high, and 350 feet long, 
impounding 23 acres of water, is now under construction. This 
area wi+l provide boa.ting, fishing, swimming, camping, and pie-
nicking. 59 



































A~ a part of the National Forest Recreation Study, traffic 
counts were made at places, where recreation minded motori~ts 
were likely to pass. All cars passing these traffic collll:t stations 
through a ten day period, which included Labor Day, were stopped. 
The drivers were questioned as to their.origin, destination,. an~ 
reason for travel; whether business or pleasure. If travelling. 
for pleasure they were further classified by types of recreation 
most sought during the trip. 
The table on the following page gives estimates made from 
these traffic counts 6 regarding the type of recreation sought. 
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Type of Recreation 







Passing Through 123,300 18.2 
Sight Seeing 217,700 32.1 
Boating 9,000 1.5 
Camping 57,900 8.6 
Fishing 26,700 4.0 
Hiking 1.,300 0.2 
Hunting 1-3,500 2.2 
Nature Studies 1,200 0.2 
Pack Trips 
----- ---
Picnicking 98,100 14.8 
Riding 1,200 0.2 
Swimming 93,600 13.2 
Sports Areas (Baseball., golf, tennis) 5,000 Oo7 
Relaxation 27,000 4.1 
Total 676,500 100.0 
The recreation maps included show the location of the Clark 
National Forest r~creational developments that are available to 
£orest visitors. These maps are preliminary prints of a recreation 
folder., which is being published for distribution to the public; 
but will not be ready for inclusion in this thesis. The folder 
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WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
Listed below.is given estimates of :the wildlife population 
on the Clark National Forest for 19390 
BIG GAM:E PREDATORS 
White-tailed deer 1200 Coyote 200 
FUR BEARERS Wolf 550 
Beaver 20 Bobcat 200 
Muskrat 600 OTHERS 
Mink 150 Cottontail 41000 
Weasel 100 Grey Squirrel 17000 
Raccoon 600 Fox Squirrel 8000 
Skunk 750 BIRDS 
Opossum 6000 Wild Turkey 1400 
Red Fox 450 Quail 57000 
Grey ?ox 800 Woodcock 60 
Mourning Doves 7500 
ESTIMATED TOTAL OF ALL Yr.tLDLIFE 143,580 
. These estimates are made from data furnished by observers 
and from counts made on representative area.so The figures are 
given in r·ound numbers so as not to indicate a greater degree of 
accuracy than the accuracy of methods used to establish themo 
Some idea of the .sparsity of wildlife population can be 
obtained by dividing the total of all wildlife by the total 
acreage of the forest. There is found to be less than one-tenth 
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animal or bird per acre, or one specie~ of wildlife for each 
fourteen acres of foresto With a ·thought towards the economic 
value of the various kinds of wildlife, recognition is given to 
the conservation and propagation of wildlife in the program ~f 
i . 
the Clark National Foresto 
Three game refuges have b.een establishedo 
The Eleven Points Refuge in Oregon County on the north side of 
the river of that name, comprises approximately 12,ooo·acreso 
Within the refuge has been constructed the McCormack Dam. which 
impounds 12 acres of water, where each y~ar during the early 
spring several thousand fry, obtained from hatcheries, are placed, 
fed, and protected until they are of such size that they will be 
self_ sustaining· ·when planted in the streams throughout the f orest0 
In 1939, 10,125 small mouth bass, 7 inches long~ were taken from 
this.rearing pond and liberated in the forest stream.so These fry 
grew from about 3/ 4 inch to 7 inches in size from March to July~ 
which indicates that individual fish growth is rapido 
A study of the wild turkey is being conducted on th-is refuge 
in cooperation with "the Biological Surveyo As eS:rly as 1934 turkeys 
_from wild stock were liberated in the refugeo Though given protec-
tion their number.has steadily decreasedo Not being wild many of 
them found the nearest. barnyards, where they took ~p with the 
domestic fowlo Predators accounted for a further decrease. There 
remains a small flock which has produced some poults that are 
quite wildo With further protection from predators it seems likely 
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that this flock will increase in numberso 
About sixteen white-tailed deer have been liberated in the 
Eleven Points Re£ugeo Since the area is isola~ed and partially 
inaccessible some deer from the surrounding country ~ave taken 
refuge hereo The estimated deer population at pres~nt is about 
·250 and seems to be doing wello 
The Wilderness Refuge~ an area of 11,500 acres is also located 
in Oregon County on the.Eleven Points River downstream from the 
Eleven Points Refugeo This acreage is a nucleus for a future 
wilderness area, as the surrounding country is sparsely populated 
and will in time be purchased by the· Federal Governm.ento Man-
agement of a wilderness area consists largely of allowing the 
.. . 
area to revert to na~ure with only suoh assistance as will estab-
. . 
lish an optimum of natural conditions and to restore the natural 
balance destroyed my mano 
The Low Gap Refuge~ an area of 9~000 acres is located in 
Reynolds County ~d Iron County~ a few miles northwest of 
Centerville~ Missouri. Work in this refuge has been largely 
~ 
qevoted to the study end propagation of the white-tailed deero In 
~935, five deer were shipped from Wisconsin end liberated in the 
deer pen~ forty acres enclosed with a nine foot £ence# situated 
_within the refuge. In·l936, two of these deer were illegally shot 
when they made their escape from the peno The others have grown 
to full size. Some fawn from these have been born •. By keeping the 
deer in this small enclosure a study can be made or their food 
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habits. and requirements. information needed to determine the future 
deer population that the forest might be expected to support 
Each refuge is fenced and posted and has~ full time keeper 
housed with:µi the . area. His duty consists mainly of keeping 
poachers from ~~thin the fenced refuge. Until such time as a nat-
ural balance of wildlife has been restored, the keeper traps and 
destroys predatory animals. In his daily ro~ds he has the opportu-
nity to observe the condition, habits, and food supply of species 
being propagated. Such information is used as guidance in· future 
stocking programs. 
During 1939 there was planted in the streams of the Clark, 
56,250 ~ry of one inch or less, 17,550 fingerlings of from ope 
inch.to five inches, and 16,470 yearlings and adults of over five · 
inches; ·_ a total of 90• 270 fish. 
~e work in wildlife restoration brings to light the economic 
condition of the Ozark Region. Nature had provided timber and game 
in abundance, supp~ying residents with a sufficiency of the· neces-
sities of life. As the timber was cut and sold, and :the game was 
k~lled for food, the human population has grown poorer each year 
because no recogni~ion was made of the exhaustibility of nature's 
supplies. 
The work of restoring the wildlife is an economic, rather than 
biological problem; since people who need food take little heed of 
laws intended to protect the game. Laws and eduoati~nal programs 
do not help much when the immediate pangs of hunger must be 
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satisfied. Strict law enforcement is not the solution as few 
courts would convict a man because he killed game for food. The 
few cases of illegal killing of game, that hav~ reached the courts 
have not been suc~essfully prosecuted. Restoration of wildlife t.o 
the limits of the food capacity 'on the forest can b~ expected to 
be a slow and sometimes difficult job. Such work is done with the 
cooperation of the Missouri Conservation Commission which has 
rendered valuable assistance in law enforcement. 
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Deflector dam built in Hazel Creek near Palmer, Missouri, for the 
purpose of pr~venting further cutting of the left bank. Many miles of 
stream improvement work have been done on the Clark National Forest. 
GRAZING RESOURCES 
The grazing resource is important to residents of' the forest 
engaged in the stock industry. On the national _forests of .the west 
it is the dominan~ resource •. On these forests over 12,000,000 · 
animals find f'ora.ge on the range ea.ch year. It is ~perative that 
this resource be managed to provide a constant supply of' forage, 
as well as, the development of' denuded areas. This can be done by 
limiting the number of' animals to the capacity of' the land, end 
by regulating the season • . Permits are issued each year only for 
the number of animals · consistent with the maintenance of' a per-
manent. range. 
No effort has been made on the Clark, until this year, .( 1940) 
to regulate grazJ.ng. In the past this resource has been utilized 
free of' any charge, by residents. As there are no stock laws in 
the Oz~k Region, the wild land has been used for the grazing of' 
stock without any restrictions. With the advent of' management 
policies advocated by the Forest Service this resource w111· also 
be regulated in the future. 
In December 1939 the first meetings were held on the Doniphan 
and Winona Ranger Districts, comprising the Fristoe Division, 
with the view of' explaining to residents the grazing policy which 
is being promulgated by the Forest Supervisor of' the Clark Forest. 
Before such a policy of regulation can be ef'f'ectively administered 
it is necessary that the Federal Government own a major portion of' 
the land, and that preferably, in large blocks. For this reason 
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the Fristoe Division was adaptable for.the enforcement of regulat-
ed grazing. 
Briefly stated~ the policy attempts to 11.np.t the season from 
May to October. Each resident is allowed to graze five_· milk cows 
free of charge. For cattle over 'this number the ch~ge is 12 ¢ 
per month per animal; for horses the charge is 15 ¢ per month per 
animal. For the present no permits will be issued for the grazing 
of hogs. The number of cattle and horses will be limited to o~e 
animal for each five acres of land available ; making allowance 
for the free grazing of stock, one animal to each five acres 0£ 
unfenced land which the permittee owns. 
Of all the changes and restrictions brought a.bout by.the 
. . 
establishment of the national forests in Missouri, enf'orcem.ent·of 
grazing regulations will probably effect the forest resident to a 
greater degree than any other act of administration. It i~ natural 
that some objections will be registered, and years of educational 
work, with gradual.enforcement.may be required before the g~azing 
regulations are fully accepted by residents inculcated with the 
idea that resources of wild land are free. 
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FREE USE AND SPECIAL USE 
National forest lands end resources are constantly being 
used subject to regulations and restrictions th.at m.11 assure the 
continuance of a. permanent supplyo Acquisition of land places·the 
Federal Government in the position of a. neighbor to_whom it may 
grant certain useso Some of these uses are granted free of charge; 
for others a previously determined charge is madeo For all uses 
application must be made and if granted a permit is issued, which 
designates the type., location., and time limitation of the use. 
Permits issued are of two kinds; term and terminable, the 
terminable permit may be regular or annualo Term permits are is-
sued in 9ases where the applicant requires some assurance 9f. 
. . 
continued occupancy for an extended period, as in the case of the 
erection of a. hotel or resort on national forest land, in order 
that the permittee may have some stability to obtain finan~ial 
backing and to protect his investment. Regular terminable permits 
are issued upon 181?-ds specifically dedicated to some form of_ use~ 
such-as pasture, cultivation., or summer home siteso Suoh permits 
ar~ usually issued for five year periods and charges may be re-
ad~usted upon ren-ewalo 
Where the type of land use has not been definitely asta.b-
li shed the annual terminable permit is usedo An adjustment in 
· type of use and charge can be made at the end of each calendar 
yearo 
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Among the uses £or which a free permit is granted area fuel 
wood sufficient for forest residents needs; occupancy of national 
forest lands by churches., schooi"s and cemeteries; use of la.rids by 
other Federal departments or bureaus; rights-of way for roads., 
highways and telephone lines to states, counties., toVwuships. and 
municipalities; and the use of send, gravel or earth £111 by 
public agencies for the construction of roads. 
Uses from which the individual or organization profits are 
permitted under paid permits. Below is given a table of such uses 
for which a minimmn rental and a maximum acreage have been estab-
lished on the Clark National Forest. 




Airport or Landing Field(Semi-Publio) 
Airport or Landing Field(Commercial) 
Athleti·c Field (Semi-Public) 
Athletic Field (Commercial) 
Boat Houses (Commercial) 
Cabins., Hunting., Fishing (Private) 
Cultivation., fair site 
Cultivation., good site 
Camps~ Industrial or Organizational 
Earth Fill 
Fish Culture., Fur and Game Farms 
Golf Courses (Semi~Public) 
Golf Courses (Private or Conuneroial) 
Fire Clay., Coal~ etc. 
Granite, Limestone, etc. 
Gravel by Area 
Gravel. open pits 
Grazing. Cattle and Horses per head 







.50 per acre 40 
1.00 per acre 40 
25.00 . , 10 
.01 per yard 40 
26.00 plus 
1.00 per acre 80 
10.00 160 
25.00 160 
Royalty by Appraisal 40 
1.00 per acre 40 
. 1.00 per acre 40 
plus Royalty charge 
.06 per ou. yd. 
.12 per month 






Hotels, Resorts, Lodges (Term) 4/3 
Hotels, Resorts, Lodges (Terminable) 
Mills~ Factories or Lumber Yards 
Pastures 
.50 per.acre 
of term.in.able rate 
25.00 
Pipe Line, Oil and Gas 
Railroad Lines 
Reservoirs 
Residence with Garage and Latrine 




.50 per acre 
5.00 per mile 
or fraction thereof 
s.oo per mile 
or fraction thereof 





Telephone. Telegraph and Distribution 

















Occupants of land acquired by the Federal Government became 
Forest Service t~nants, and the work of placing these occupants 
under permit was started in 1936. At the present time most people 
using national forest land are under permit. 
Twenty-£ive per cent of the fees obtained from paid permits 
are returned to the counties in which the lands are located. 
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC REHABILITATION 
A trip through the Ozarks gives a dep~essing picture of 
. . . 
ghost towns; and abandoned schools and churches; evidence of past 
human activities. ~e remains of once flourishing communities cen 
be seen at Bunker., Scotia, Palmer.,· Pine., Bardley, and many other 
similar sites., whose existence was based on the timber resource 
of' the wild forest lands. 
About 1883., the first large saw mill was put into operation 
at Grandin., Missou_ri by the _ Missouri Mining and Lumber Company. 
This mill produced at the rate of' 150.,000 board feet of lumber 
daily., until 1909. It is reported ·that in 1907 this was the larg-
est lumbering operation in the United States., and during the sum-
mer of. that year the Yale School of Fore.stry sent forestry stu-
dents to Grandin for practical field work. After the cutting and 
milling of' the timber in the surrounding country was completed in 
1909, thi's mill moved to West Emminence, Missouri., where it op-
erated until 1920. 
O~her large lumbering operations were centered around Bunker, 
Fremont, Winona and Sligo. At Sligo the timber was clean cut for 
a distance eastward of thirty miles., and converted into charcoal 
for use in the blast furnace. Numerous small portable mills were 
constantly being shifted.to fresh virgin timber areas, throughout 
the Ozark Region. 
This was before the days of' State highways and hauling of 
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logs was done by teams o:f horses, mules, or oxen. From the larger 
mills logging railroads were built into the. timber areas. Logs 
. . . 
were teamed to these railroads, loaded, and taken to the mill. 
All of these logging railroads have been taken up, but the cuts.· 
and fills remain as evidence o:f past activities. Logging camp 
sites can be identified by clearings where isolated fruit trees 
had been planted. All vestige of buildings has disappeared. These 
trams, as the logging railroads we~e called, were built by the 
timber companies to supply their mills. Among the most extensive 
of the trams were the Sligo and Eastern Railroad, which ran from 
Sligo to .Ea.st End, through Dillard and Bixby; another ran south-
east from Bunker; another from Winona to Bardley; and others, 
south~rd from Fremont; Williamsville to Greenvillei end from 
Grandin westwardly, crossing the Current River at Collivan's Ford. 
All of the trams connected with the Frisco Railroad, except 
at vunker where the Mis~ouri Southern Railroad provided a connec-
tion with the Missouri Pacific Railroad at Leeper. The branch· 
line o~ the Frisco Railroad, from Willow Springs to Cape Girardeau 
'was built to bring out timber products, and for years train 
loads of ties were hauled over this line daily. This branch was 
recently abandoned from Ven Buren to Puxico, and one train a day 
of about four cars is operated over the remaining section from 
Willow Springs to Van Buren • .Another branch of' the Frisco Railroad 
left the Willow Springs- Cape Girardeau branch near Elsinore and 
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ran southward through Hunter and Grandin to Doniphan, which had . 
the distinction of having the largest tie yard in the worldo 
Busses now provide passenger service, once provid~d ~ these 
railroads and it appears that freight will be handled entirely ~ 
trucks in the near future. This, briefly, is a picture of the 
transportation system built to remove the timber resources from 
the Ozarks, in which the Clark National Forest is located. 
The activity of the timber industry demanded labor. Men with 
their families followed the .logging and milling operations, hous-
ing themselves in crude, hurriedly built shacks of slabs from the 
saw mills. Towns grew nearby to supply the needs of the timber 
workers, ~d churches and schools were built in the forest. Th~u­
sands of people made a livelihood from the removal of the timber 
resource, the removal of which reached its peak in about 1900. 
Operatio~s continued at an ever decreasing pace until about 1920, 
when sufficient timber no longer remained to permit large scale 
operations. Small po~table mills continued to operate spamnod~ 
ically,. but the big demand for labor ceased. Workers who had 
followed the lumbering operations found themselves without a 
means of livelihood. Naturally th~ turned to the next resource 
that remained; the soil, for far.ming. Not being trained farmers, · 
and with only the poorest of land in small steep patches, a bare 
existence was obtained from the soil. In a ffJW years the shallow 
top soil was washed away, leaving a field of rocks. As there was 
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plenty of such land, all that need be done was to move to another 
hill far.m, where the process of soil cultiv~tion, erosion and 
abandonment was repeated. 
The for.mer timber worker becwne the Ozark squatter, moving . 
from place to place. As the lumbering companies had no further 
interest in the land the squatter was permitted to stay unmolest-
ed; even trading in the crude improvements that he had made on the 
land. When the time came that he could no longer move to virgin 
soil his condition was acute impoveriarument, and many families 
are at the present time pathetically destitute. In part, lack of 
initiative may be the cause of the·most poverty stricken; but in 
general the squatter's condition is due to a changing economic 
ph~se, lvith which ne could not adjust himself. 
The Ozark Region having been impoverished by ~~o short-
sighted ~olicies; cutting of the timber qy rugged individuals, 
followed by the cultivat~on of lands, which were not adapted for 
agriculture; required relief. Temporary relief is being furnished 
through. the CCC, ERA, and WPA. One factor which has prevented 
starvation in some cases is the rapid rate of timber growth, which 
permits the squatter to cut two or three ties a week, for which 
he can obtain enough necessities to supplement the meager supply 
that can be raised from the land. 
Per.manent relief may be expected from the restoration of 
forests b,y such agencies as the Forest Service through the estab-
16 
liShment of national forests, which will be managed on a sustain-
ed yield basis; that is the ramoval of timber. annually to the 
equivalent of which grows each year. 
To obtain same idea of the value produced by tree growth each 
year, let us evaluate the growth of ·one tree. The average yearly 
grov~h in diameter is about 1/8 inch, taken through the life of a 
tree whose maturity diameter is 36 inches, and average life diam-
eter is 18 inches. 
Each year the tree will produce l/8"x 18"x 3.1416 equals 7.07 
square inches of wood. Assuming the tree to produce one 16 foot 
log, there will be grown 7.07 x 16 x 12 equals 1357 cubic inches 
of wood each year, which divided by 144 equals 9.4 board feet. A 
very sparse coverage would permit 200 trees to the acre, which 
would allow each tree 217 square feet. Multiplying 9.4 x 200 
equals 18~0 board feet of wood produced each year by the annual 
tree growth on one acre of land. 
At a stumpage rate of $3.00 per M. B. M. the value is $5.64. 
This may. appear an exaggerated yearly return from an acre of land 
that cost but $2.00, but as the growth figures are fairly conserv-
ative, some idea is gained of the wealth produce by timber crops. 
The logical question might be 11Why do not more people grow 
forestsV" As it takes from 40 years to 150 years for trees to 
mature the average individual could not afford to wait this long 
for a return on his investment. The production of forest crops, 
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therefore is the logical work of . our Federal and State Gover.nmentsp 
which can wait the long period of years for retur.ns •. Any individ-
ual~ possessing a tract· of timber~ can maintain the value ~ selec-
tive cutting on the sustained yield basis; and at the present time 
the large lumber companies~ and some individuals are operating on 
this principle. 
National forest resources are not reserved indefinitely, but 
are utilized to the fullest extent compatible with. the maintenance 
· · of a per.man~nt · supply. Same timber sales from Clark National 
Forest lands have been made, which has resulted in some local 
employment; cutting~ hauling, and milling• The maXimum of possible 
employment will not occur for some years, because a large part of 
the growing timber is fire scarred. Burning the woods each year 
was considered productive of a better range for ~attle; and it is 
admitted that the range is improved; but a large part of the near 
future timber crop has been destroyed by this practise. It will 
. 
be neoessa~ · to replace the present diseased crop with a thrift.y 
stand· before a full normal timber production can be expected; 
with the resultant employment of labor. 
With the ~ow ledge that future plans contemplate the inclu-
sion of from 9,000,000 to 12~000,000 acres of the Ozark Region 
into national forests; economic and social conditions should 
reach an improvement more stable and permanent . than that brought 
about by the lumbering operations fram 1880 to 1920. 
78 
In conclusion~ the author firmly believes that t~e impetus 
given to the conservation of natural resources; during the past 
eight years~ will eventually result in a more stable econoroy for 
the people of the United States. 
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